SAFEAWAKE BED SHAKER
INSTALLATION & OPERATION GUIDE

mattresses. Be sure to test the bed shaker with your
mattress to ensure adequate vibration.

INST-SABS 9V 1.0

The sensor unit can be placed on a nightstand or mounted
to the wall. The bed shaker can be installed between the
mattress and box spring of your bed. Select a location for
the SAFEAWAKE unit that is adjacent to your bed, within
reach of an electrical receptacle, and close enough to
connect the motorized bed shaker when installed under the
mattress.

Model # SABS 9V 1.0

The back panel of the SAFEAWAKE has two mounting
keyholes that allow the unit to be wall-mounted using two
(2) wallboard anchors and screws (not supplied).

Electrical Rating: 9 VDC, 1.5 A max
SET-UP
SafeAwake, LLC
8940 Old Annapolis Rd Suite J
Columbia, MD 21045

The SAFEAWAKE bed shaker is designed ONLY for use
with the SAFEAWAKE unit model # SART 9V 1.0

It is important to read the following instructions before
installing and operating the SAFEAWAKE Bed Shaker. It is
recommended to read the SafeAwake Installation &
Operation Guide (INST-SART 9V 1.0) to understand how
to operate the SAFEAWAKE unit. The SAFEAWAKE Bed
Shaker is a key component of the SAFEAWAKE safety
device and its proper use is essential in providing the
intended protection.
PURPOSE, LIMITATIONS AND GENERAL SAFETY
INFORMATION
The SAFEAWAKE is a supplemental fire safety device that
helps alert you when your smoke alarm is sounding. When
your smoke alarm sounds, the SAFEAWAKE activates a
vibrating bed shaker, a low frequency sounder, and a
flashing light to alert you. These supplemental alerts are
particularly of assistance to those with hearing impairments
who may have a hard time hearing a conventional smoke
alarm. In order to provide the intended supplemental alerts,
the SAFEAWAKE bed shaker must be connected to the
SAFEAWAKE device and the bed shaker must be installed
under the mattress.
• The SAFEAWAKE will not be as effective in awakening
a person from sleep if the person is not sleeping in the
bed where the bed shaker has been installed. The bed
shaker is particularly important in awakening those with
hearing impairments. The low frequency sounder will aid
those with high frequency hearing loss and the flashing
light is intended to alert you if you are awake.

RECOMMENDED LOCATION / MOUNTING

•

The bed shaker may not perform adequately when
used with waterbeds or other vibration-dampening

1. Connect the bed shaker adapter cord onto its pin located
on the right-hand side of the back panel of the
SAFEAWAKE unit and feed the cord through its open Jslot in the cover.
2. Place the SAFEAWAKE unit on your nightstand or
mount on adjacent wall.
3. Place the bed shaker disk BETWEEN the mattress and
box spring of your bed, preferably directly beneath your
sleeping position. Periodically check the location of the
bed shaker as it may move over time.
4. Once the SAFEAWAKE is correctly powered, the
GREEN indicator light on the front of the SAFEAWAKE
will illuminate.
5. Check smoke alarm batteries and test all smoke alarms
to ensure your smoke alarm is fully operational.
6. Depress the smoke alarm button for at least thirty
seconds or until the SafeAwake captures the alarm
signal. The SAFEAWAKE is equipped with a low
frequency sounder, a flashing light, and a bed shaker to
notify you that the smoke alarm is sounding. Ensure that
each of these notification alarms is working and that you
can feel the bed shaker vibrating your mattress.
7. Your SAFEAWAKE is now in operation!

